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Agriculture is strongly affected by climate change, especially by the temporal and spatial irregularity 

of rainfall. In this scenario, water scarcity promotes large losses in agricultural production. The 

objective was to evaluate the agronomic performance of 50 lines of popcorn, under different water 

availability conditions. The experiment, in randomized blocks, with three replications, was developed 

in two different water conditions: well-watered (WW) and water stress (WS), with water restriction, 

imposed 15 days before the male anthesis. The evaluated characteristics were grain yield (GY, kg.ha-

1) and popping expansion (PE, mL.g-1). Analysis of joint variance was performed, as well as the 

grouping of means by the Scott-Knott test at 5% probability. In the Joint analysis, for both 

characteristics, there was a significant effect (p<0.01) for genotype, environment, and G*A 

interaction. The mean PE ranged from 31.76 to 12.34 mL.g-1 in WW, and from 27.86 to 3.57 mL.g-1 

in WS. For GY the averages ranged from 2825.86 to 446.03 kg.ha-1 and from 1201.21 to 159.80 

kg.ha-1 in the WW and WS environment, respectively. The lines that showed the highest GY in the 

WW environment were L358, L391, L292, L480, L510, and 324, and in the WS environment L481, 

L291, L292, L381, L507, and L502. Evaluating the PE character in WW the lines L688, L220, L326, 

L204, L294, and L325, and in WS the L221, L220, L507, L326, L684, and L691 were the lines with 

the highest averages in each environment. The lines L220, L326, L358, L480, L391, and L292, can 

be considered as potential sources of tolerance to water stress, as they presented lower rates of 

reduction in WS when compared with WW. Thus, it is suggested the use of these lines for future 

studies of tolerance to water stress and obtaining hybrids. 
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